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About us
The Golchha Organization, a revered business entity in 
Nepal, is renowned for its innovative business approach 
and commitment to social responsibility. Founded by Ram 
Lal Golchha in 1931, Hanuman Industries marked the first 
step, exporting jute and establishing Nepal's inaugural 
industry, ushering in industrialization. Over the years, the 
Golchha family's endeavors have burgeoned to 
encompass more than 100 companies, contributing 
significantly to Nepal's industrial and trade landscape. 
From iron, metal, jute to electronics, automobiles, and 
beyond, we utilize state-of-the-art technology across our 
diverse portfolio to craft renowned brands, all while being 
actively engaged in philanthropy, hospitality, and 
agriculture ventures.

100+ 
Years in business

8000+
Employed at RK
Golchha Group 

At RK Golchha Group, a dynamic segment of the Golchha Organization, our mission 
embraces sustainable growth rooted in integrity, innovation, and excellence. As 
conscientious corporate citizens, we prioritize societal, economic, and environmental 
well-being, nurturing a culture of continuous enhancement. From pioneering the jute 
industry to thriving in sectors like PP fabric, agriculture, trading, and IT, the RK Golchha 
Group stands as a distinguished leader in Nepal's private sector. Employing over 8,000 
individuals, the group's contributions have earned recognition, including the CIP Award, 
and garnered unwavering trust through quality products, services, and transformative 
social initiatives.   



About Arihant Multi-Fibres
Since the 1930s, our group has been engaged in the jute sector. Building upon this 
legacy, Arihant Multi-Fibres Ltd., established in 1993, upholds the organization's 
mastery and experience in jute manufacturing and trading. 

We are proud to be the country's largest and most modern jute manufacturer, equipped 
with the latest technology and state of the art machinery supplied by James Mackies & 
Son’s, Ireland. We use the finest quality jute fibers and employ skilled artisans to 
ensure that our products meet the highest standards of quality and durability. This unit 
is capable of processing 25000 M.T. of Jute Per Annum with the strength of 4500 
trained and efficient workmen and having a powerful visual management system. 

We take pride in offering a wide range of jute products, from durable and sturdy jute 
bags to premium-quality sacks and hessian cloths. Our products are available in a 
variety of sizes and designs and can be customized to meet your specific needs. 
Whether you are looking for eco-friendly bags, sturdy sacks for agricultural use, or 
decorative jute mats and rugs, we have a product that will meet your needs.

Committed to sustainability, we use eco-friendly methods to create high-quality 
products, which are biodegradable, and we strive to minimize waste. With a 
customer-focused approach, we provide top-tier products at competitive prices, 
ensuring satisfaction through prompt delivery and responsive assistance.



Hessian Fabric
Our high-quality jute hessian fabric is a trusted choice for packaging food grains, providing 
sturdy sacks that ensure the safe transport of agricultural products. Furthermore, our 
finer-grade hessian fabric is the ideal choice for crafting stylish and eco-friendly jute bags, as 
well as adding a touch of elegance to your decoration projects. Embrace the natural charm and 
strength of our hessian fabric, elevating your packaging, fashion, and decor endeavors.

QUALITY SIZE GSM PURPOSE

1 D.W. Canvas 34" 380 Fabric for Rice Bags

2 Odourless 34" 427 Fabric for Rice Bags

3 Hessian Fabric 36" 153 Fabric for Construction Use

4 Hessian Fabric 39" 183 Fabric for Onion Bags

5 Hessian Fabric 58" 198 Fabric for Onion Bags

6 Hessian Fabric 38" 214 Fabric for Vegetable Packing

7 Hessian Fabric 44" 229 Fabric for Vegetable Packing

8 Hessian Fabric 38" 248 Fabric for Vegetable Packing

9 Hessian Fabric 40" 260 Fabric for Potato Packaging

10 12 x12 Hessian 51" 260 Multi Purpose Packing & Shopping Bag

11 13 x13 Hessian 51" 270 Multi Purpose Packing & Shopping Bag

12 15 X 14 Hessian 51" 290 Multi Purpose Packing & Shopping Bag

*Can be customized as per requirement



Sacking & Hessian Bags
Using Jute bags for food packaging presents an appealing 
and environmentally conscious alternative, thanks to its 
natural texture and breathability. Our sacks allow for proper 
air circulation, preserving food freshness and aroma, 
particularly for items like coffee, tea, and spices. Its rustic 
charm adds an artisanal touch, aligning with minimalist and 
eco-friendly trends. Experience the perfect blend of 
strength, durability, and eco-friendliness with our 
exceptional range of jute sacking bags.

QUALITY
BAG SIZE

 H x W 
(INCHES)

BAG SIZE
H x W (CM) GSM WEIGHT 

(GRAMS)
CAPACITY

(KG)

1 Hessian Fabric 13 x 13 13.0” X 15.0” 33.0 X 38.0 270 96 5
2 Hessian Fabric 13 x 13 14.5” X 17.5” 37.0 X 45.0 270 128 10
3 Hessian Fabric 13 x 13 17.0” X 30.0” 43.18 X 76.20 270 206 25

QUALITY BAG SIZE
 (INCHES)

BAG SIZE
(CM) GSM WEIGHT 

(GRAMS)
CAPACITY

(KG)

1 Hessian Fabric 13 x 13
12.0” X 10.0” X 

6.0”
30.4 X 25.4 X 15.2 270 105 5

2 Hessian Fabric 13 x 13
16.0” X 14.0” X 

9.0”
40.6 X 35.5 X 22.8 270 188 10

3 Hessian Fabric 13 x 13
21.0” X 16.0” X 

12.0”
53.3 X 40.6 X 30.4 270 307 25

QUALITY SIZE WEIGHT
(GRAMS) PURPOSE CAPACITY(KG)

1 A-twill 44” x 26.5” 1200 Sugar 80-100 kg

2 L-twill 44” x 26.5” 1134 Wheat 80-100 kg
3 B-twill 44” x 26.5” 907 Grain & Ground nut 70-90 kg
4 DW Flour 44” x 29” 711 Nuts & Cocoa 40-50 kg

Packaging for Rice, Paddy, Wheat, Pulses, Corn

Packaging for Tea

*Can be customized as per requirement

Packaging for Sugar, Wheat, Nuts



Twine & Yarn
Jute yarn and twine offer diverse applications and benefits. They are ideal for crafting, 
knitting, weaving, rope-making, and creating bags, along with serving as a unique option 
for garment fabric, adding a rustic touch to fashion and home decor. Their versatility 
extends to blending with other fabrics like cotton, hemp, and more, creating intriguing 
textures and enhancing the visual appeal of various products. Their durability ensures 
longevity, making them excellent for packaging, and creative endeavors, while their 
affordable cost enhances their appeal for various projects. With a natural and eco-friendly 
composition, jute yarn and twine contribute to sustainable practices.

GOLDEN COLOR PW JUTE YARN PACKAGING

1 4.5 lbs x 1 ply PW in Spool - 10 kgs

2 7.5 lbs x 1 ply PW in Spool - 10 kgs
3 8.5 lbs x 1 ply PW in Spool - 10 kgs
4 16.0 lbs x 2 ply PW in Spool - 10 kgs

NATURAL COLOR JUTE TWINE PACKAGING

1 14 lbs x 2 ply 25 kgs - in Hank

2 20 lbs x 2 ply 20 kgs - in Hank
3 28 lbs x 3 ply 25 kgs - in Hank

*Can be customized as per requirement



Leno
Introducing our exquisite jute leno fabric, a fusion of tradition and innovation with a 
unique openwork pattern. Widely used in agriculture, it protects crops, controls weeds, 
and prevents soil erosion. In packaging, its strength carries fruits and vegetables, while 
in construction, it stabilizes slopes and prevents erosion. For home decor and fashion, 
it brings a rustic touch to curtains, tablecloths, and sustainable fashion designs. Its 
benefits include being natural, biodegradable, durable, and cost-effective, with a 
breathable weave that promotes healthy plant growth. Embrace the versatility of jute 
leno fabric - eco-friendly, strong, and aesthetically captivating.

NATURAL COLOR LENO FABRIC WEIGHT PACKAGING

1 8 x 8 - 100” (48 GSM) 244 kg / roll
2000 metres

per roll

2 8 x 8 - 200” (48 GSM) 488 kg / roll
2000 metres

per roll

*Can be customized as per requirement



Jute Bags
Arihant Multi-fibres Ltd presents Jute & Company, a brand known for 
its sustainable line of jute bags. Our offerings include a diverse range 
of eco-friendly bags that can be tailored to your specific requirements. 
We take pride in crafting exquisite bags that not only serve a practical 
purpose but also resonate with your individual style and preferences.

Promotional Bags

Corporate events | Trade Shows 
Advertising | Branding 

Packaging | Gifting

Skin Care | Cosmetic | Organic Product  
Tea/Coffee | Food Products | Candle 

Wine/Bottles | Pots/Plants

Custom Print Shopping Bags



Carpet
Dobby weaving brings a touch of intricate artistry to each piece, highlighting the natural beauty 
of jute fibers while adding a touch of sophistication. Our Dobby Matt collection combines 
eco-friendliness with luxury, making it the perfect choice for the discerning individual who seeks 
both style and sustainability.

FABRIC GSM COLOR SIZE

1 Dobby Matt Jute Unlam 1200 Natural up to 40”

*Can be customized as per requirement



Awards by Government of Nepal

For outstanding contribution to the 
export of jute products

For employing the highest number
of people in Nepal



Beyond Business

Donating a certain amount to the local community 
every year.
We have made donation to the school, a local hospital 
during covid, a temple, and donated an ambulance. 

Organized blood donation programme every year
for the benefit of the Nepal Red Cross  Society.

Clothes distribution programme for the underprivileged 
organised on a local level. 

Plantation i.e. 200 plants every year within the factory.

1

2

3

4

5

Building Toilet for Government School6

We are dedicated to purpose that goes beyond making profits. We are an 
entrepreneurial organisation that focuses on contributing a part of ourselves to the 
society. Some of the CSR events undertaken by us in last few years are :



Contact Details

  sales@amfl.com.np | www.amfl.com.np

Phone:  
+977-9820710670 

Address:  
Sonapur, Sunsari

Nepal

mailto:sales@amfl.com.np

